RIQUALIFICAZIONE di PIAZZA JORGE CHÁVEZ detto GEO DOMODOSSOLA - 2010 / 2014

Great care has been engendered in the green areas and in the permeability of the soil to avoid the use of dry-stone paving.
The book crossing shelter under which you can sit, is in the center, behind the monument.
On it, sits one of the blackened metal sheet sculptures which is a haiku dedicated to Chávez, engraved in it.
At regular intervals an integrated stereo system reads the book, to the poem, a tribute to the extraordinary flight of the Peruvian pilot.

Above, left: monument (S. Secchi) and book-crossing shelter - to the center: haiku / sculpture by G. E. Giacomo (dedicated to Chávez) - above: cobble dry stone paths - above, right: book-crossing shelter.

Art curators: Francesca Gentini, Giorgio Calone

Jorge (Geò) Chávez Daireill, aeronautics pioneer, fallen in Domodossola at the end of the first crossing flight of the Alps in 1910.

Jorge Chavez flight across the Simplon Pass

Outdoor site-specific art works connecting in fourteen stages Chávez Square with the city of Brig (Switzerland) across the Simplon Pass, photo Marco Ferrari